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Introductory Material
Instructor-Specific Issues

• My Background
  – History in this course
  – Research interests
  – Experience

• My Style
  – Formality
  – Encouraging questions, calls for examples, repetition
  – Interaction
  – Cold-Calling
Course Issues 1

• Notes available at:
  – http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/arose

• GSI

• Objective:
  – Develop simple models of various markets to generate realistic macro-economic predictions
  – International emphasis
  – Following events (via Economist and FT)
Course Issues 2

• Tools
  – Graphs
  – Algebra
  – Words

• Textbook

• Lack of definitive answers/solutions
  – Ideological dispute
Course Requirements, 2017

• Oral participation (20%)
  – Quality not Quantity
• 3 group cases (10% each)
• Short Mid-Term (5%)
• Group presentation (35%)
  – 15 minutes max; 15-pg max hardcopy
  – Group critique (10%); 3-pg max hardcopy
• [Optional Homework Exercises]
  – http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/arose/PSets.htm
  – Answers available online